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1) A toy store sold 93 video games in one day. If each game cost 20
dollars, how much money did they make?

2) If an industrial machine could make 44 erasers in a second, how
many erasers would it have made in 69 seconds?

3) Will was placing his spare change into stacks. Each stack had 48
coins. If he had 51 stacks, how many coins did he have all together?

4) Jerry was building a LEGO tower. He built it 61 stories tall with 77
LEGOs on each story. How many LEGOs did he use total?

5) At a school fundraiser the students sold 89 boxes of candy with
each box having 93 pieces inside of it. How many pieces of candy
did they sell total?

6) A laundry mat owner washed 48 loads of towels with 61 towels in
each load. How many towels did he wash total?

7) Billy's mother had 17 photo albums with 98 pictures in each album.
How many pictures did his mother have total?

8) A delivery driver made exactly 31 stops each day. After 33 days,
how many stops would he have made total?

9) A library checks out 52 books each day. How many books would
they have checked out after 50 days?

10) Amy has 32 albums of photos uploaded to facebook. If each album
has 42 pics in it, how many pics does she have total?
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Multiplication Word Problems
Solve each problem.
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1-10 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0 

1) A toy store sold 93 video games in one day. If each game cost 20
dollars, how much money did they make?

2) If an industrial machine could make 44 erasers in a second, how
many erasers would it have made in 69 seconds?

3) Will was placing his spare change into stacks. Each stack had 48
coins. If he had 51 stacks, how many coins did he have all together?

4) Jerry was building a LEGO tower. He built it 61 stories tall with 77
LEGOs on each story. How many LEGOs did he use total?

5) At a school fundraiser the students sold 89 boxes of candy with
each box having 93 pieces inside of it. How many pieces of candy
did they sell total?

6) A laundry mat owner washed 48 loads of towels with 61 towels in
each load. How many towels did he wash total?

7) Billy's mother had 17 photo albums with 98 pictures in each album.
How many pictures did his mother have total?

8) A delivery driver made exactly 31 stops each day. After 33 days,
how many stops would he have made total?

9) A library checks out 52 books each day. How many books would
they have checked out after 50 days?

10) Amy has 32 albums of photos uploaded to facebook. If each album
has 42 pics in it, how many pics does she have total?
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Solve each problem.
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1) A toy store sold 93 video games in one day. If each game cost 20
dollars, how much money did they make?

2) If an industrial machine could make 44 erasers in a second, how
many erasers would it have made in 69 seconds?

3) Will was placing his spare change into stacks. Each stack had 48
coins. If he had 51 stacks, how many coins did he have all together?

4) Jerry was building a LEGO tower. He built it 61 stories tall with 77
LEGOs on each story. How many LEGOs did he use total?

5) At a school fundraiser the students sold 89 boxes of candy with
each box having 93 pieces inside of it. How many pieces of candy
did they sell total?

6) A laundry mat owner washed 48 loads of towels with 61 towels in
each load. How many towels did he wash total?

7) Billy's mother had 17 photo albums with 98 pictures in each album.
How many pictures did his mother have total?

8) A delivery driver made exactly 31 stops each day. After 33 days,
how many stops would he have made total?

9) A library checks out 52 books each day. How many books would
they have checked out after 50 days?

10) Amy has 32 albums of photos uploaded to facebook. If each album
has 42 pics in it, how many pics does she have total?

2,928 2,448 1,023 4,697 1,344

8,277 3,036 1,666 2,600 1,860
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Multiplication Word Problems
Solve each problem.
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